I am rich beyond my wildest
dreams – not
Dear owner
I am Mr. James Dee, Head Officer-in-Charge, Administrative
Service Inspection Unit United Nations Inspection Agency in
Hartsfield-Jackson International Airport Atlanta, Georgia.
During our investigation, I discovered an abandoned shipment
through a Diplomat which was transferred from JF Kennedy
Airport to our facility here in Atlanta, and when scanned it
revealed an undisclosed sum of money in 2 Metal Trunk Boxes
weighing approximately 110kg each. By my assessment, each of
the boxes contains about $4M or more.
The consignment was abandoned because the Content was not
properly declared by the consignee as money rather it was
declared as personal effect/classified document to either
avoid diversion by the Shipping Agent or confiscation by the
relevant authorities. The diplomat’s inability to pay for Non
Inspection fees among other things are the reason why the
consignment is delayed and abandoned.
As I did say again, the Diplomat abandoned it and ran away
most importantly because he gave a false declaration, he could
not pay for the yellow tag, he could not secure a valid non
inspection document(s), etc. I am ready to assist you in any
way I can for you to get back this packages provided you will
also give me something out of it (financial gratification).
You are to reconfirm your full name and address to to enable
us start the process for the release and delivery.
Best Regards,
Mr. James Dee
Head Officer-in-Charge
Administrative Service Inspection Unit

This must be the third such item I have received in the past
few days. it is so obviously a fake / fraud yet still people
fall for it. What happens is that people are asked ‘fees’ for
the release of certain documents, or ‘administration fees’.
These demands will accumulate until the sucker has parted with
hundreds of $$$. When the mark eventually smells a rat, the
lines will go dead; the money given in trust will be long
gone. To do this is part of the Nigerian culture. They route
communications through other countries to disguise their
origin but these ‘419’ scams come from the same place. Read
more here.
The ‘news’ gets worse and worse. Biden starting the means to
aggression and war, escalating damage from vaccines, the
threat of lockdowns continuing. On the other hand the
fellowship between myself and other awakened souls gets better
and better. We only have each other.
Our companion visitor for the weekend left us this morning. It
is good to have company. It brings a different atmosphere
with more dimensions. A couple signed up for a plot on our
allotments. They were looking forward to meeting new friends.
The Government social isolation policy has a lot to answer
for. It affects everyone, children included, and we will be
paying the price for a long time to come.

